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The Ravenglass Chronicles Episodes One To Eleven
General Ridgewalker Zirkander is getting married. Sardelle—the woman who’s battled dragons, shamans, and countless enemy soldiers at his side—has accepted his proposal, and it’s the perfect time for a wedding. It’s been two months since any dragons or sorceresses attacked the city, the Cofah haven’t come after their kidnapped emperor, and King Angulus has stopped yelling at Ridge for his inadvertent role in destroying
the castle. Yes, it’s the perfect time for a wedding. Never mind that the resident dragon who thinks he’s a god is pressuring Ridge to build a temple for him, or that the pirate-turned-scientist Tolemek has disappeared. Or that Ridge’s mother is on the verge of discovering that magic exists and her future daughter-in-law is a sorceress. These are small hiccups, and the wedding will go smoothly. Ridge is sure of it. Really.
The Well of Tears was created to harness the power of the Netherworld to prevent a magical apocalypse. Now Darien Lauchlin is the last surviving mage capable of reversing the destruction the Well unleashed. Darien will be forced to sacrifice everything of himself and everyone around him--all to preserve a nation of people who despise him. The Rhenwars Saga is a sprawling epic set in a morally gray world where there is no
clear distinction between hero and villain. Purchase this Special Edition hardcover to experience epic battles, flawed heroes, and a brutal struggle where the triumph of good over evil is never guaranteed. If you enjoy the dark, sprawling world of Steven Erikson, the awe-inspiring magic of The Wheel of Time, and the compelling antiheroes of C.S. Friedman, then you'll love The Rhenwars Saga.
Secrets can be powerful... ...but also destructive. Alrion doesn't know the power inside him. He's more surprised than anyone when he discovers he's a wizard. Three trials await the young wizard. He must conquer each of the pillars of magic: Knowledge, Will, and Spark. Only then will he be ready to face his destiny.
A forgotten prison. A powerful artifact. An epic tale begins. When Wulf Rome discovers a mysterious, ancient axe hidden in a deep cavern, the powerful artifact wins him a throne - and unlocks a prison. Melekath and his followers have languished beyond memory for eons, but now the feared Guardians again roam the land, sowing disease and destruction. The enigmatic stranger Lowellin claims to be immortal. He also
claims to bear the world's only hope: sorely needed weapons to be employed in the war against Melekath. When those weapons prove to be dangerous and unpredictable, Rome soon begins to doubt his true motives. But with apocalypse looming, Melekath must be stopped, no matter the cost... for where immortality goes, chaos follows.
Rae of Light
Odin's Gateways
A Place Called Hope
Heritage of Power, Book 1
An Epic Fantasy Adventure
Forgotten Ages (The Complete Series)
The Book of the Unnamed Midwife
The most complete guide ever to the real Arthurian world and the legends that surround it He defeated the Saxons so decisively at the Battle of Badon that he held the Saxon invasion of Britain at bay for at least a generation. He has inspired more stories, books and films than any other
historical or legendary figure. But who was the real King Arthur? Here is the most comprehensive guide to the real Arthurian world and the legends that surround and often obscure it. Sifting fact from fancy, Mike Ashley reveals the originals not only of King Arthur but also of Merlin.
Guinevere, Lancelot and the knights of the Round Table - as well as all the major Arthurian sites. He traces each of the legends as they developed and brilliantly shows how they were later used to inspire major works of art, poetry, fiction and film. There is clear evidence that. The Arthurian
legends arose from the exploits of not just one man, but at least three originating in Wales, Scotland and Brittany The true historical Arthur really existed and is distantly related to the present royal family The real Arthur and the real Merlin never knew each other The real Lancelot was not
British but was closer to a sixth-century asylum-seeker The Holy Grail legend probably grew out of a cosmic catastrophe that could have destroyed most of civilization
Karma for the wicked stepmother!Candide Perrault thinks she's committed the perfect crime: selling her step-daughter to an ogre and stealing the girl's mansion.But when the girl runs away, and the village busybodies gossip about her treachery, Candide finds herself being investigated by
constables and chased out of town by an irate ogre. But Mother's Misfortunes are only just beginning...Anyone who ever wished the wicked stepmother got her comeuppance will love The Stepmother.Grab your copy today and join the adventure!
A stolen magic. A rising evil. They are pawns in a game they do not understand. USA Today Bestselling Author and 2018 SPFBO Semi-Finalist Meg Cowley returns with a stunning new epic fantasy trilogy set in the same world as her acclaimed Books of Caledan series. When orphan Harper discovers a
legendary Dragonheart, her life changes forever. Magically flung to the faraway country of Pelenor, where magic, dragons, and elves rule, Harper must find her place - and fast. Searching for the elven King's missing Dragonheart is his ruthless Spymaster Dimitri, who has his own agenda to
revolutionise Pelenor, and free it from the King's greed. Harper is thrust into a web of intrigue beyond her knowledge, and her newfound companions - a roguish elven thief and his ragtag band of companions - might not be the trustworthy friends she thinks. When Harper and Dimitri's paths
collide, the only thing more dangerous than lies might be the truth, yet either might destroy them. Harper is forced to ally with the hated spymaster - but Dimitri is equally displeased that his fate rests in her unworthy hands. Harper and Dimitri must work together to ensure both of them
survive the King's wrath in a court where betrayal is as easy as breathing. The Dragonheart is key to both their successes - but only one can possess it, and the king will not suffer its loss. Who will drown in deceit, and who will rise triumphant? If you enjoy epic fantasies with vivid
characters and complex plots, you'll love the Pelenor Chronicles. It's perfect for fans of SJ Maas' A Court of Thorns and Roses series and Jeff Wheeler's Kingfountain series. Read Heart of Dragons now.
When her island home is invaded by enemy soldiers, her family captured, and the town enslaved, Taylina must find a way to fight back and free her people. But their enemies have powerful warships, sorcerers, and dragons. Her simple people are no match. Her only hope is to venture onto the
forbidden half of the island and seek the one individual powerful enough to battle their enemies, a dragon known for eating humans rather than helping them. Find out what happens to Taylina and meet the dragon who thinks he’s a god in Dragon Rider, a prequel to Lindsay’s USA Today bestselling
Dragon Blood series. In addition to Dragon Rider, Beginnings features four previously published fantasy adventure novels, all with new introductions from the author: Encrypted The Emperor’s Edge Balanced on the Blade’s Edge Warrior Mage
Angel Prayers
Scandinavian Britain
Running with the Wolves
Balanced on the Blade's Edge
Stormborn
An epic fantasy dragon series
The Seven Kingdoms
Responsible for her friend’s death, Lieutenant Caslin Ahn wants nothing more than to be left alone. She no longer deserves the company of comrades or the fulfillment she felt as a Wolf Squadron fighter pilot. But a summons from the king leaves her with no choice but to rejoin her teammates. An
ancient evil has been unleashed, bringing death and destruction to the nation, and they are the only ones with a chance of stopping it. Dragon Blood 6 brings back Cas, Tolemek, Ridge, Sardelle, Kaika, and Tylie, as well as her dragon, for a new epic fantasy adventure.
Gamers trapped in a medieval world full of magic, monsters, and mayhem. Their survival means killing and there's only one path to freedom. Will anyone win? It was only meant to be a game...
Kat is heir to the throne... ...but the last thing she wants to do is rule. When the day she's been dreading finally arrives, Kat is torn between her royal duties and a magical destiny. Will she choose true love and risk certain war, or accept an arranged marriage with a man three-times her
age? With only a wyvern and a messenger boy as her friends, who can she really trust? How deep do the secrets run? Inspired by the tarot and set in a rich medieval world, The Magician is the first installment of The Ravenglass Chronicles, a fantasy novella serial with new episodes released
each month. You'll love this coming-of-age epic because everyone loves hidden magic, family secrets, and forbidden love. Get it now.
Rae of Light is the 12th Book of USA TODAY author W.J. May's bestselling series, The Chronicles of Kerrigan. Let your heart guide you. It whispers, so listen closely. It's time to face the music—except there is no music, just a low warning of a war that is to come. There are no other options
but to confront Cromfield. No more running, no more hiding. Rae Kerrigan will be forced into an eternal life sentence if they do not stop him. Except, how do you stop a madman that cannot die? How do you risk the lives of everyone you love, your family, friends and the lives of innocent
people? Rae is running out of time time and possibilities. Will the sins of the father be the sins of the daughter? It's up to Rae to find a way to undo the dark evil in her family's past to have a ray of hope for everyone's future. Series Order: Prequel Series: Christmas Before the Magic
Question the Darkness Into the Darkness Fight the Darkness Alone in the Darkness Lost in Darkness The Chronicles of Kerrigan Series Rae of Hope Dark Nebula House of Cards Royal Tea Under Fire End in Sight Hidden Darkness Twisted Together Mark of Fate Strength & Power Last One Standing Rae of
Light The Chronicles of Kerrigan Sequel A Matter of Time Time Piece Second Chance Glitch in Time Our Time Precious Time The Chronicles of Kerrigan: Gabriel Living in the Past Present for Today Staring at the Future Kerrigan Chronicles Stopping Time, A Passage of Time, Ticking Clock SEARCH
TERMS: sagas, horror romance, horror, fantasy, Young Adult, series, boarding school, paranormal, superpowers, tattoos, mystery, romance, England, supernatural, Tudor, chronicles of kerrigan, w.j. may, New Adult & College Romance, new adult and college, new adult, New Adult & College Romance
Paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal fantasy, superhero, vampires and witches, witches, superhero fantasy ebooks, fantasy new adult, dark fantasy, coming of age, werewolf shifters romance, paranormal shifter romance, mystery thriller, fantas, kings queens, giants, giatns, romance
paranormal werewolves and shifters, dwarves, fae, fairy, Young Adu, coming of, time travel fiction, time travel romance, time travel, historical time travel romance, highland historical romance, highlander, fantasy paranormal urban, urban paranormal, weres, werewolves, suspense, urban fantasy,
ark fantasy, Young Adult Fantasy, young adult, new
Raptor
Harnessing the Help of Heaven to Create Miracles
Heritage of Power (The Complete Series, Books 1-5)
The Fool
Chronicles of Pelenor Trilogy Collection
Soulblade (Dragon Blood, Book 7)
A Tale of the Dwemhar

Take the guesswork out of getting rid of your anxiety, facing down your fears and eliminating panic attacks with field-tested, science-backed psychological techniques! Do you often find yourself struggling with bouts of paralyzing panic attacks? Do episodes of debilitating anxiety keep you up at night, looping your brain in a vicious cycle of fear and worry? Are you prone to nervous attacks that keep you
stymied, unable to think clearly? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this book is just what you need. In this insightful and highly practical guide, Prof. Dr. Detlef Beeker, an experienced happiness researcher, and anti-stress expert distills his years of experience helping people heal their psyches and deal with their issues. You're going to discover a toolbox of both time-tested and cutting-edge
techniques to help you work through your anxiety issues, deal with your fears, control your panic attacks and become the best version of yourself. Among the life-changing insights contained in this book, you're going to discover: An extremely effective 3-week program that will help keep your worries, anxieties, and panic attacks under firm control A devastatingly powerful anti-panic breathing technique to
help you deal with rising panic attacks in minutes Three factors in your life that cause anxiety and surefire ways to get rid of anxious thoughts that work like gangbusters The simple 3-step technique to help you process unpleasant feelings in a way that's healthy The three mindsets you need to cultivate to help you deal with your anxiety and how to select the right approach for your needs Step-by-step
instructions to use the effective BELL technique to help you relax faster ...and much, much more! Whether you've tried everything under the sun to keep your anxiety and panic attacks at bay without much success, or are simply looking for effective methods to help you process unhealthy and negative emotions without breaking a sweat, there is something in the pages of this guide for you. Scroll to the top of
the page and click the "Buy Now" button to get started today!
Ten warriors hunt a lone man. He flees
In 589 AD in the kingdom of Kent, seventeen-year-old Ardelle flees men who accuse her of wielding lightning to murder a wealthy thane. The king’s daughter, Myrah, imprisons Ardelle in her father's seaside sanctuary and forces her to swear an oath of obedience. In time, Myrah comes to know Ardelle not as another one of those wicked “sisters in red” who steal children from their mothers, but as one
who steals Myrah’s heart against her will. With it, Ardelle steals a kingdom. Their tempestuous relationship must weather the birth of Ardelle’s daughter, the intrigues of Frankish usurpers, and a black plague that sweeps across the land. For the crime of fulfilling Myrah's wishes, Ardelle comes face to face with the dark boatman in the realm of the dead, who demands a blood-price lest he take from her
everyone she loves. It may be best for Ardelle to submit to him and leave Myrah behind.
Dragons have returned to the world, and they’re wreaking havoc on human civilizations. Only one man has the power to stop them. Born an outcast who’s never fit in, Telryn “Trip” Yert has spent his entire life hiding a secret that could get him killed: In a world where magic is forbidden, the ancient blood of dragons flows through his veins. Joined by a snarky sentient sword, a band of equally snarky
allies, and the smart scholarly woman he longs to impress, Trip must master his powers, learn the secrets of his heritage, and go on a quest to save mankind. If he fails, dragons may take over the world and enslave all of humanity. This is the complete five-novel Heritage of Power series, full of adventure, romance, and fast-paced page turning fun. It includes: 1. Dragon Storm 2. Revelations 3. Origins 4.
Unraveled 5. Gold Dragon
Dragon Blood, Book 8
Legendary Ladies
Old Norse Made New
50 Goddesses to Empower and Inspire You
The Proven 3-Week Plan to Overcome Worry, Fear, and Panic Attacks
The Art and Science of Staff Fighting
Beloved Daughter
It will take the Keepers of legend to save Queensland. Too bad all they've got is one man haunted by his past, another who's a failure at magic, and an untrained girl. Mallon the Undying's reign of terror ended eight years ago when he entered the elven wood and never returned. The country of Queensland has shakily returned to normal, and the Keepers who helped defend her have returned to
their own pursuits as historians, storytellers, and studiers of magic.But Mallon's moniker was truer than anyone knew. His followers still work to keep his ruthless ideas alive by abducting powerful children, sowing discord among the people, and nibbling away at Queensland's borders.Unfortunately, the only Keepers left between Queensland and destruction are: -Alaric, who betrayed everything he
believed to save his wife - and still failed.-Will, a storyteller who's convinced his weak magic makes him useless.-And Sini, a former slave girl with unimagined power but no way to wield it.With the help of unsettling elves, gruff dwarves, sentient stones, and magical swords, Alaric, Will, and Sini will have to find a way to overcome their own weaknesses and face the growing shadows.Can the
Keepers survive being hunted by dragons, attacked by frost goblins, and deceived by wizards?Or will Mallon's forces of destruction overwhelm them and the land they love?The complete trilogy of The Keepers Chronicles includes: A Threat of ShadowsPursuit of ShadowsSiege of Shadows
Colonel Ridge Zirkander isn’t the model of military professionalism—he has a tendency to say exactly what’s on his mind, and his record has enough demerits to wallpaper the hull of an airship—but as the best fighter pilot in the Iskandian army, he’s used to a little leniency from his superiors. Until he punches the wrong diplomat in the nose and finds himself issued new orders: take command of a
remote prison mine in the inhospitable Ice Blades Mountains. Ridge has never been in charge of anything larger than a flier squadron—what’s he supposed to do with a frozen fortress full of murderers and rapists? Not to mention the strange woman who shows up right before he arrives… Sardelle Terushan wakes from three hundred years in a mage stasis shelter, only to realize that she is the last
of the Referatu, the sorcerers who once helped protect Iskandia from conquerors. Their subterranean mountain community was blown up in a treacherous sneak attack by soldiers who feared their power. Everyone Sardelle ever knew is dead, and the sentient soulblade she has been bonded to since her youth is buried in the core of the mountain. Further, what remains of her home has been
infested by bloodthirsty miners commanded by the descendants of the very soldiers who destroyed her people. Sardelle needs help to reach her soulblade—her only link to her past and her last friend in the world. Her only hope is to pretend she’s one of the prisoners while trying to gain the commander’s trust. But lying isn’t her specialty, especially when the world has changed so much in the
intervening centuries, and if Colonel Zirkander figures out who she truly is, he’ll be duty-bound to sentence her to the only acceptable punishment for sorcerers: death.
Philip K. Dick Award Winner for Distinguished Science Fiction When she fell asleep, the world was doomed. When she awoke, it was dead. In the wake of a fever that decimated the earth's population--killing women and children and making childbirth deadly for the mother and infant--the midwife must pick her way through the bones of the world she once knew to find her place in this dangerous
new one. Gone are the pillars of civilization. All that remains is power--and the strong who possess it. A few women like her survived, though they are scarce. Even fewer are safe from the clans of men, who, driven by fear, seek to control those remaining. To preserve her freedom, she dons men's clothing, goes by false names, and avoids as many people as possible. But as the world continues to
grapple with its terrible circumstances, she'll discover a role greater than chasing a pale imitation of independence. After all, if humanity is to be reborn, someone must be its guide.
Goddesses — Mythology — Inspiration Readers who have enjoyed Warrior Goddess Training or Women Who Run with the Wolves will love Ann Shen’s Legendary Ladies Goddesses from mythology: Goddesses from our past are celebrated in this lushly illustrated book by Ann Shen, the author and artist who created Bad Girls Throughout History. Ann is an illustrator, letterer, and author based in
Los Angeles who has created artwork for a number of publications, campaigns, products, and galleries. Explore the feminine divine and feel empowered: Legendary goddesses and powerful deities are celebrated in gorgeous artwork and enlightening essays. Lushly illustrated goddesses that you will love include: Aphrodite, the Greek goddess whose love overcame mortality Mazu, the Chinese
deity who safely guides travelers home Lakshmi, the Hindu provider of fortune and prosperity Unique alternative to Goddess cards or other gift items: Ann Shen's signature watercolors make Legendary Ladies a unique, gift-worthy homage to the mighty women within.
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The Complete Rhenwars Saga
An Epic Fantasy Adventure Series
Paranormal, Fantasy Tattoo Romance Series
Beginnings: five heroic fantasy adventure novels
(Heart of Dragons, Court of Shadows, Order of Valxiron)
The Chronicles of Kerrigan Box Set Books #1-6
Oaths
It’s been a week since the dragon Morishtomaric fell, and Sardelle is not convinced that Ridge is truly gone. With a companion who thinks he’s a god and a soldier who would happily kill her, she heads back to the mountains to look for signs that Ridge survived. What they uncover threatens to destroy their country and all they care about. Meanwhile, the Cofah emperor is furious with Iskandia over the loss of its airships and
still has a bounty on Tolemek’s head. King Angulus sends Tolemek, Cas, and Kaika on a daring mission that could solve both problems… or leave them all dead.
Valrin was born of the sea, or so he was always told. Orphaned on a desolate island, he knows nothing of his true past and wonders of his future. . . until the unexpected arrival of a mysterious ship changes everything.For a fleeting moment, he feels like he might have an answer to everything and then his life is suddenly ripped apart. The one person that loved him is killed protecting him and a wanted sea-captain and his
misfit crew become the only hope Valrin has. If he is to survive the coming darkness, he must learn who he truly is.But there is someone that will hunt him. Someone that will want him dead to prevent the mere chance of what he could become. He has a destiny to unlock but will he get there before he is destroyed?
Join Rae Kerrigan in this bestselling series & start one amazing adventure! The Chronicles of Kerrigan BoxSet-Bks#1-6 Book 1 - Rae of Hope How hard do you have to shake the family tree to find the truth about the past? 15 year-old Rae Kerrigan never knew her family's history. Her mother & father died when she was young and it's only when she accepts a scholarship to the prestigious Guilder Boarding School in
England that a mysterious family secret is revealed. Will the sins of the father be the sins of the daughter? As Rae struggles with new friends, a new school & a star-struck forbidden love, she must also face the ultimate challenge: receive a tattoo on her 16th birthday with specific powers that may bind her to an unspeakable darkness. It's up to Rae to undo the darkness in her family's past and have a ray of hope for her future.
Book 2 - Dark Nebula Nothing is as it seems anymore. Leery from the horrifying incident at the end of her first year at Guilder, Rae's determined to learn more about her new tattoo. Her expectations are high, but all hopes of happiness turn into shattered dreams the moment she steps back on campus. Lies & secrets are everywhere, and a betrayal cuts Rae deeply. Among her conflicts & enemies, it appears her father is
reaching out from beyond the grave to ruin her life. With no one to trust, Rae doesn’t know who to turn to for help. Has her destiny been written? Or will she become the one thing she hates the most-her father’s prodigy. Book 3 - House of Cards Rae Kerrigan is 3months away from graduating from Guilder. She's now moonlighting as an operative for the Privy Council, a black ops division for British Intelligence. She’s given
a mentor, Jennifer, who fights like a demon.Rae finds a strange maternal bond with her. At the same time, she finds a new friend when Devon disappoints her once again. . When the Privy Council ask for her help, she finds a friend, and a link, to the Xavier Knights – another agency similar to the Privy Council. Will she lose herself in the confusions of the past and present? What will it mean for her future? Book 4 - Royal
Tea The Queen of England has requested the help of the Privy Council. Someone is trying to kill her son’s fiancé. The HRH Prince plans to marry a commoner, and his bride has a secret no one knows but the Privy Council. She has a tatù. When the Privy Council turns to Rae for help, she can’t possibly say no; not even when they make Devon her partner for this assignment. Rae would rather be anywhere but with Devon,
especially since she believes her mother to be alive, despite the Privy Council’s assurances to the contrary. How can Rae find proof of life for her mother, come to terms with her feelings for Devon, and manage to save the Princess, all while dressed for tea? When the enigma, the secrets and the skeletons in the closet begin to be exposed, can Rae handle the truth? Book 5 - Under Fire Rae Kerrigan is determined to find her
mother. No amount of convincing from Devon, or the Privy Council, is going to make her believe her mother is not alive, and Rae will stop at nothing to find her. Torn between friendship and loyalty, Rae must also choose between Luke and Devon. She can’t continue to deny, or fool herself, any longer. The heart wants what the heart wants. Book 6 - End in Sight When life couldn't get anymore confusing, fate steps in and
throws a curveball.
The greatest military leader of his time. The most talented code breaker her people have. Sworn enemies. When deadly secrets from the ancient past are unearthed, secrets capable of fracturing the world and destroying all life on the planet, these two enemies will have to work together. They are humanity’s only hope. The Forgotten Ages series is recommended for fans of epic fantasy, action-adventure, mystery, and romance.
This bundle includes: Encrypted (novel) Enigma (short story) Decrypted (novel) Bonus extras with the author
Dragon Mage Academy
The Wasteland
The Complete Series
The Stepmother
Anxiety Is an Illusion
Songs of Shadow
The Keeper Chronicles
Presents eight essays on translations and reinterpretations of Old Norse myth and saga from the eighteenth century.
"The runes you must find ... Which the mighty sage stained and the powerful gods made and the runemaster of the gods carved out." (The Poetic Edda, translated by C. Larrington) The runes are mysterious and powerful magical keys to the primal forces of nature that shaped Norse and Northern European
culture. These twenty-four unique and inspiring symbols of the Elder Futhark (first runic alphabet) each possess powerful energies, identities, meanings, and sounds. The runes are invoked and harnessed to create change through inspiration, healing, protection, knowledge and divine wisdom from the Norse
gods. Odin's Gateways is a practical guide to using the runes in our lives, in magic and in divination - a unique journey into the mysteries hidden within the runes, filled with the information and practices necessary to developing a deep personal understanding and relationship with them. By focusing on how to
directly harness and channel the energy of the individual runes, the author guides the reader along the path to self knowledge and empowerment. With a deft hand and lucid style, Katie Gerrard cuts to the heart of the runes, combining the wisdom of the Norse Sagas and Rune Poems with practical advice and
techniques gained through living and experiencing their powers. The divinatory meanings of the runes are given, with a range of different reading methods; bindrunes are explained in detail, with numerous examples presented ready for use; galdr (incantation) and spellcraft, charms and talismans are all
seamlessly explored and made accessible in this fluid, concise and practical guide.
WIN BIG OR DIEThe survivors built a community and called it Hope. After eight years, they allowed themselves to think that the zombie scourge was ending; the hordes fading away in the face of time.But the enemy they thought extinct was evolving - growing faster, stronger, and more cunning. The timely
return of the much-depleted 1st Reconnaissance Battalion, US Marine Corps helped turn the tide of one battle. The prospect of renewed war against a different type of enemy will require sterner stuff and serious firepower.Now, they must go far beyond the overgrown wastes they call The Wild in a desperate
attempt to recover vital military equipment that will determine whether the future of mankind is one for the living - or for the dead.
The world ended and with it so did the rules.I was stolen from my family and raised in the Wastelands to the North. I did what I had to ensure my survival. I became The Champion, with my history carved into my skin for all to see.Now I spend my days drinking and hiding from my past until four newcomers offer
me a job I can't refuse. When my past and future mix I must once again rise and fight. This time it's not for my freedom, it's for my happiness.*18+ Reverse Harem Romance. Warning this book contains scenes and references of abuse that some readers may find triggering.*
Dragon Storm
Wreckers Gate
The High Priestess
Forgotten Fortress: The Complete Swordmaster Trilogy
The Mammoth Book of King Arthur
The Complete Trilogy
The Hidden Wizard
She's illegitimate and unloved. Can this plucky princess champion the dragons? 3 books. 700+ pages of fire-breathing fun! Follow this tenacious young woman as she grows into a fierce, high-flying warrior. Seventeen-year-old Princess Alba's failed attempts at witchcraft disappointed her tyrant
father. Fleeing him in disguise and entering an all-male academy, she accidentally bonds with a dragon accused of murder. And if she can't prove the beast's innocence before his execution, she will also die... Valiantly prevailing and fending off a brutal uprising, the royal daughter and her
draconic mount traverse the world to retrieve priceless stolen dragon eggs. And when a mass plague implicates Alba, she wonders if her father's forced betrothal might have been a better fate. Will Alba demonstrate her virtue, or be dubbed a bringer of doom? Dragon Mage Academy is a thrilling
Box Set containing books 1-3 from the action-packed fantasy series. If you like feisty heroines, colorful creatures, and plenty of twists and turns, then you'll love Cordelia Castel's engaging adventure. Buy Dragon Mage Academy to protect the skies today!
Born with a secret power he must hide… Telryn “Trip” Yert has always been a little odd, with hunches that are too accurate to explain. Magic is feared and forbidden in Iskandia, so he’s struggled his whole life to hide his eccentricities. As a boy, he was forced to watch his mother’s
execution. Her crime? Witchcraft. Understandably, Trip wants nothing to do with the power that lurks within him, always threatening to reveal itself. Instead, he dedicates himself to serving as an officer in the king’s army, to battling pirates and imperial conquerors. He longs to become a
soldier as respected and renowned as the legendary General Zirkander. But his country is in need of more than a soldier. After disappearing for over a thousand years, dragons have returned to the world. A few of them are willing to be allies to mankind, as they were millennia before, but far
more want to destroy or enslave humans and claim the world for themselves. There are few people left with the power to fight dragons. For reasons he doesn’t understand, Trip may be one of those people. But if he chooses to learn more about his heritage and the power he can wield, he risks
losing everyone he loves and everything he longs to be.
A thrilling YA fantasy novel from award-winning author Arthur Slade! Carmen is a student at Red Assassin School. She's an expert at bladed weapons and poisons; and she's desperate to finish at the top of the class, ahead of her twin brother. The students have been trained to hunt using giant
black swans, but Carmen has discovered a dragon. All she has to do is get on his back. One problem: he's killed everyone who gets near him. Then the Emperor declares war on assassins. And there might be a traitor among them. Carmen wants to graduate. But the emperor wants her dead. Her
classmates might, too. Graduation night is about to become the fight of her life. In this heartstopping adventure by Arthur Slade, readers will root for Carmen - an Assassin with a heart of gold, determined to follow her dream against all odds.
This book stands apart from other staff training manuals. While most titles focus on forms and twirling, The Art and Science of Staff Fighting emphasizes the dynamics of combat. The author draws on thirty years of martial experience, presenting the best of both Eastern and Western traditions.
The Rogue Elf of Urlas
The Emperor's Edge
Dragon Assassin
A Complete Instructional Guide
Dragon Blood, Book 1
Essays on the Post-medieval Reception of Old Norse Literature and Culture
Three novels discounted for a limited time! See what readers are already saying about this epic fantasy omnibus: ????? "The best series since R.A. Salvatore created the famous Drizzt Do'Urden series. Drizzt Do'Urden meet Kealin, the Rogue Elf of Urlas!"????? "Just can't get enough! Really struck on this series, I spent all day reading! "????? "Exciting adventure! Amazing start to what promises to be another thrilling series! Magic,
dragons, narwhals, gods, and elves! "????? "This has to be the best series that I have read since the Shannara Chronicles!"Darkness descends upon the elven realm and the only thing Kealin cares about is saving his family... but is he powerful enough to save them all?With his father gone to war......and his mother in hiding......Kealin must make a decision.Should he stay and train to defend their Elven land, like his father asked, or head out
into the icy waters to try to change fate?Kealin's choice will set him on a path like none other. Beginning with a voyage across the icy seas with his three siblings, he discovers a power within himself that is not elven at all. It is older, darker, and could be a danger to everyone around him.Has everything he has been told been a lie?From a harrowing journey across the frozen North, to enslavement, the riddles of an all-seeing seer, and a
battle to decide the future of the elves of the West, an adventure like no other awaits. Kealin searches for his lost family, gaining unforgettable allies like a duo of thieves, wizards, a rebel elven warlord, and even a narwhal companion. But there is something greater hidden within Kealin's journey and that truth might destroy him and everyone he cares about.This omnibus is the complete Songs of Shadow trilogy, the first great arc of an
dark but epic story, and a trilogy that has earned hundreds of fives star reviews on the individual books.This bundle contains: Half-Bloods Rising Half-Elf Chronicles Book ISeer of Lost Sands Half-Elf Chronicles Book IIShadow of the Orc Star Half-Elf Chronicles Book IIIGet it now at new release pricing!Embrace the adventures readers have compared to R.A. Salvatore's Drizzt Do'Urden and the Forgotten Realms world!
Old magic. Rising evil. Tangled loyalties. Harper discovers a legendary Dragonheart...and instantly becomes the most wanted person in Pelenor, where magic, dragons, and elves rule. She must survive - or die. Searching for the elven King's missing Dragonheart is his ruthless Spymaster Dimitri, who has his own agenda to revolutionise Pelenor. Harper is thrust into a web of intrigue, and her new companions - a roguish elven thief and his
ragtag band - are not be the trustworthy friends she thinks. When Harper and Dimitri's paths collide, the only thing more dangerous than lies might be the truth, for either will destroy them. Harper and Dimitri must ally to ensure both survive the King's wrath in a court where betrayal is as easy as breathing. Who will drown in deceit, and who will rise triumphant? Dimitri's plans backfire as he realises that time, hate, and the darkest of
magics have twisted the visionary he hoped to follow, Saradon, into an evil that seeks dominion over all - and Dimitri is bound to his cause. Harper is bound to Saradon too in ways she could not imagine. She holds great darkness within her - and the only chance for salvation. Betrayal rules Pelenor - but will Harper betray herself to save those she loves? Saradon rules Pelenor with an iron fist. The Court of Tournai is beholden to him. A
new Order, loyal to the Dark One of Altarea, rises under his dominion. Trapped under Saradon's control, Harper is drawn into a darkness she cannot escape - and from which her friends cannot save her. War comes for Pelenor. The Dark One of Altarea will have his dominion. Will Pelenor be the first to fall, or can Harper and her far-flung companions somehow avert catastrophe? USA Today Bestselling Author and 2018 SPFBO SemiFinalist Meg Cowley returns with a stunning new romantic epic fantasy trilogy set in the same world as her acclaimed Books of Caledan series. Filled with vivid characters, complex plots, and hints of romance, the Chronicles of Pelenor is perfect for fans of SJ Maas' A Court of Thorns and Roses and Miranda Honfleur's Blade & Rose. Read Heart of Dragons now.
Do you ever feel that your prayers are going unanswered? In this book, Kyle reveals how to use affirmative prayer to bring about positive change in your life. You'll learn about the power of prayer, the spiritual laws at play in the world, the Angelic Hierarchy, and invocations and prayers to support you through all life events.
An epic tale of fire and blood... Kat is first in line to the Ostreich throne, but the last thing she wants to do is rule. When the day she's been dreading finally arrives, she's forced to choose between obeying her mother and giving her life to the Empire, or following her own path towards a magical destiny. With only her apprentice friend, Hansel, and wyvern, Witz, as advisers, Kat must decide whether to accept her fate or follow her heart. If
she stays, she faces a life of misery. If she leaves, war will descend on her people. The Fool is the first episode of the coming-of-age epic fantasy serial, The Ravenglass Chronicles. Inspired by the tarot and set in a rich medieval world, it is an epic journey of magic, adventure, and forbidden love. Get your copy now.
Heart of Dragons: A Sword & Sorcery Epic Fantasy
An Epic Fantasy Pentalogy
Paranormal New Adult Fantasy Romance
Shattered Past
The Magician
Their Champion Book One
Dragon Blood, Book 6

Kat surrounds herself with secrets... ...but she is not the only one.How far will she go to keep her mother from finding out? As she reluctantly accepts her role as the heir, Kat learns the true extent of the empire's tyranny...and uncovers secrets about her family's past.Will she follow her heart towards a magical destiny, or take up the reins of an oppressive regime?Inspired by the
tarot and set in a rich medieval world, The High Priestess is the second instalment of The Ravenglass Chronicles, a fantasy novella serial with new episodes released each month. You'll love this coming-of-age epic because everyone loves hidden magic, family secrets, and forbidden love. Get it now.
An elite forces officer with a dreadful reputation. A bookish paleontologist with a love for mysteries. An ancient stronghold full of secrets that will take both of them to unearth. Professor Lilah Zirkander (yes, she’s related to the famous pilot, and no, she can’t get him to autograph your undergarments) is looking forward to a summer in the paleontology lab, researching and
cataloging new fossils. But that summer takes an unexpected turn when the king sends her into the Ice Blades to a secret mine where ancient dragon bones have been discovered. Rumor has it that they’re cursed and dangerous, but Lilah is more concerned about dealing with the outpost commander, a fierce officer with the temperament of a crabby badger. As punishment for irking
the king, Colonel Vann Therrik is overseeing the hardened criminals working in the remote Magroth Crystal Mines. He would like a chance to redeem himself—and escape the loathsome duty station—but nothing is going his way. Cursed fossils have delayed production, miners are trying to escape, and now a scientist has shown up, making demands on his time. Worse, she’s the
cousin of his nemesis General Zirkander. As if one Zirkander in his world wasn’t bad enough. Investigating the fossils leads Lilah and Vann into the depths of Magroth Mountain where centuries-old secrets lurk, and a long-forgotten threat stalks the passages. To have any chance at survival, they’ll have to work together and perhaps learn that neither is what the other expected.
Shattered Past is a stand-alone novel set in the author’s Dragon Blood world.
"Imperial law enforcer Amaranthe Lokdon is good at her job: she can deter thieves and pacify thugs, if not with a blade, then by toppling an eight-foot pile of coffee canisters onto their heads. But when ravaged bodies show up on the waterfront, an arson covers up human sacrifices, and a powerful business coalition plots to kill the emperor, she feels a tad overwhelmed. Worse,
Sicarius, the empire's most notorious assassin, is in town. He's tied in with the chaos somehow, but Amaranthe would be a fool to cross his path. Unfortunately, her superiors order her to hunt him down. Either they have an unprecedented belief in her skills... or someone wants her dead"--P. [4] of cover.
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